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Girl reinvents herself
by Lauren Finkle
Web Editor

Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19): Due 
to Pluto’s revolvement three-eighths of 
the way around your House of Identity, 
you will be stagnant in your relation-
ships, similar to a sloth. Though you 
need a new relationship to move on 
with your life, you are too busy gorging 
on Chunky Monkey and always pressing 
“continue,” immediately on Netflix, 
even though they give you fifteen 
seconds to decide if you want to waste 
more time watching another episode 
of Gossip Girl. On this Valentine’s Day, 
you need to throw away your self-pity 
ice cream, try to find a dress that fits, 
and kiss guys until you find one that 
is not scared by your behavior.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18): 
Because the Sun and Venus are in your 
sign, you are ridiculously attractive. It 
will be your quirks that attract a mate, 
so that tattoo of Obama’s face you have 
been considering for the past year is a 
definite must. Dying your hair green 
could also help to impress your mate, 
especially if he or she is a Taurus (they 
really like fungus).

Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20): Today 
finds you obsessing over your best 
friend’s father/mother. Do not share 
this with anyone; you will be judged. 
But no need to fear, there is an easy fix. 
By bringing out your compassionate 
side, you will appease karma and be 
rewarded with a more normal crush.

Find your romantic horoscope

by Ruth Murai
People Editor 

My name is Harold E. White. The E. stands for 
Ethel but I don’t tell people that. Once I was in 
love with a woman named Shelly. She broke 
my heart, leaving me for a man (boy, really) 
named Austin who had a tribal tattoo on his 
forearm. I swore I would never love again. That 
was, until Oct. 10, 2010. The night My Little Pony: 
Friendship is Magic first aired. 

It was chance, really. My therapist had told me 
to stop stalking Shelly on MySpace, on Facebook, 
and on her way to work. It was hard for me, so I 
was watching TV to distract myself when My Little 
Pony caught my attention. To be more specific, 
it was Twilight Sparkle. Something about her coy 
little smile, the pitch of her voice, made me keep watching 
and it changed my life forever. 

I thought something was wrong with me. I couldn’t stop 
thinking about the way Twily’s lilac eyes shone when she 
talked about her favorite books. I spent hours pondering 

Devoted My Little Pony Fan searches for a real girlfriend 
the way her mane swung back and forth when she galloped, the ador-
able way she bit her lip when she was concentrating hard on 
levitating objects with her magical unicorn horn. I took to the 

Internet and found that there were men just like me out 
there. Some of them were more invested in Rarity’s 
glamourous looks or Rainbow Dash’s boyish 
confidence. We formed a bond, a group, a 
family. We called ourselves the “bronies.”

It’s been four years and I still love Twi-
ly-Wily as much as I did the first time I 

saw her, maybe even more. But my 
mother is starting to worry. “It’s just 
a show,” she says. “This is creepy,” she 
whines. For a while I ignored her, but I soon 
began to realize that she was right. Twilight had 
become toxic. I needed a real, human relationship.

So, I started internet dating. Afterall, I found my 
fellow bronies on the internet, why shouldn’t I also 

find a new mare-I mean...mate? First I made plans with 
a cute girl named Bubbles, but when we met up at Olive 

Garden I learned that “Bubbles” was actually a bad man 

named Chris Blarken, who, coincidentally was 
actually a member of the same “Bronies 
Bay Area” chapter as I am. 

My next date was with a real female 
named Stephanie. Stephanie liked me at 
first. We joked about Mondays and the 

economy and it was going really well. I 
even invited her back to my place. Even 

though she said no, I knew she was just 
playing hard to get. I know females like 

emotion, so I started to cry and she came 
into my apartment; just as I thought she might. Then 

she saw my Twilight Sparkle body pillow and she said she 
had to leave to go feed her fish. Normally I don’t pick up on social 

cues like that, but once in a My Little Pony episode I learned that 
people (or ponies) make up excuses when they’re tired of playing. I 
really understood in that moment how it must’ve felt for Pinkie Pie 
when Fluttershy didn’t want to go to the Ponyville Play. 

So I guess this Valentine’s Day I will be alone physically but not in 
my heart, because I have my bronies and my ponies, and—like they 
say in Equestria—“The magic of friendship is stronger than any other.”

by Violet Wallerstein
World Editor
January 1, 2014 

2014, what a year to be alive! We survived Y2K, 2012, and the hashtag.  This is 
the year that I’m going to really recreate myself; I want to be brand new. Everyone 
always says they want to recreate themselves for the new year, but I’m really going 
to do it! My first appointment with the plastic surgeon is tomorrow. I can’t wait!
January 2, 2014

I started with the nose because it seemed easiest. I couple of my friends hardly 
recognized me today already! The doctor made it just crooked enough. This might 
be easier than I thought! I can’t wait for the rest of my transformation.
January 6, 2014

I just had surgery on the rest of my face as well as one of my arms. For the most 
part, I just got the usual procedures: the raising of my cheekbones, fattening of my 
neck, lowering of my eyebrows, thinning of my lips, and so on. However, I had an 
even bigger makeover on my arm. I got it totally replaced! I’m really proud of my 
surgeon for that one. Now I have fifteen percent of a new body, and hopefully the 
rest will go just as quickly.
January 12, 2014

My family no longer recognizes me; this is great! I truly am becoming a whole 
new person! Maybe I’ll kidnap a new family as well. Who knows what I can do in this 
new and improved body! I’ve now had the other arm replaced as well (not a matching 
set, but close enough) in addition to distortion of my calves. Now my legs don’t 
belong to the old me, but a fabulous new stranger! Maybe I’ll even change my name!!
January 20, 2014

A stranger told me I look emaciated and bird-like, but I don’t care. After my 
liposuction that removed most of my body fat, I have been thinned to almost 
to infant size. It’s easy to support on my newly improved and 
barely functioning calves. My transformation is almost com-
plete! Soon, nothing will be left of my old body, and I will 
truly have a new year, and a new me!
January 31, 2014

Well, I made my New Year’s resolution within a month! Of 
course, no one’s hiring me now, I’m broke from all the surgery, 
and my friends and family don’t know who I am, but I am a com-
pletely new person! At least no one can say I don’t follow through! 

Enchant your love interest
by Sarah Bainbridge
Culture Editor
      The holiday season has passed; presents are left forgotten and leftover food is spoiling in the back 
of the fridge. But what is this? Just around the corner is another holliday, one full of love, candy, and 
lonely people eating ice cream out of the carton. For this Valentine’s Day, make sure you are always on the 
receiving end of marriage proposals and declarations of love with age old tricks: love potions and spells. 
Flaming Love
Tools/Ingredients: matches, a pair of pants from your intended lover, and a dark allyway.
Instructions: After you steal a pair of pants from the object of your desire, bring them to the chosen 
alley and hold them upside down. Then, use the matches to light the pants on fire starting at the waist-
band. The pants should soon be engulfed in flame and a large black dog will appear at the end of the 
alley. You will need to make a deal with the dog to get the love you desire, but the results are worth it.
Disclaimer: The dog is The Devil, so take care while bargaining
Passion Pit
Tools/Ingredients: red candles, a shovel, Fruity Pebbles, some of you love interest’s hair, bottle of all the 
tears you have cried over your potential love.
Instructions: Use the shovel to dig a large hole in a secluded area. Put the candles in the bottom of the 
pit and light them, sprinkle the hair over the candles and let it burn, then throw the fruity pebbles into 
the pit and yell, “I GIVE YOU THIS OFFERING OF SUGAR TO MAKE MY LOVE LIFE SWEET.” Use your tears 
to extinguish the candles and try to cover up any evidence of what has taken place.
Ophelia’s Flowers
Tools/ Ingredients: the entire contents of a flower shop, two large rocks, cookie sheets, very potentent 
coffee, and the leftover Valentine’s candy that you had to buy yourself last year.
Instructions: Use the large rocks to crush all of the flowers into a paste. Spread the paste out on the 
cookie sheet and let it dry for a few days until it is a powder. Buy or brew the coffee and mix it into the 
coffee the desired amount of flower powder. Serve the coffee and the stale, leftover chocolates to your 
love interest. Hopefully the chocolates will be so horrid the love interest will need to guzzle the coffee 
to wash away the taste. The potion should take effect in a few seconds, so make sure the first thing 
they see is your face, as this will cause them to latch onto you and never let you go.

How to attract a Valentine
by Michelle Huang
Web Editor

With the wonderfully manufactured, capitalistic 
holiday Valentine’s Day coming up, you don’t want to 
be alone. Here are four surefire steps to find yourself 
a mate.

1. Pick your target. When choosing your prey, it’s 
vital to keep one thing in mind: opposites attract. If 
you’re a lifelong vegetarian, try to choose someone who 
loves meat. The more meat they eat, the better. Make sure 
your lover would rather rip chunks out of their own 
flesh and devour it raw than be a vegetarian. If 
they ridicule or make fun of you for your beliefs, 
that’s a fantastic sign of chemistry.

2. Tell them you’re interested. Do not underes-
timate the importance of timing during this step. Watch your potential 
lover closely. Pick a time when they’re extremely devastated, such as the unexpected death of a pet or 
during a natural disaster. Jump out from your hiding spot and introduce yourself as their passionate 
secret lover. It will definitely brighten their day and they’ll be super thankful for you.

3. Play hard-to-get. This classic move is both refined and effective. Does your mate look cold? Good. 
Dump a bucket of ice on them to show how uninvested you are. If they get visibly agitated, don’t worry 
and know that they’re probably playing hard-to-get as well.

4. Unrestrained adoration. On Valentine’s Day, give your mate what they have been waiting for: 
unforgiving passion. This will contrast nicely with your previous coldheartedness. Follow them to work, 
break into their apartment, or do anything you can to reach your love interest. Don’t worry about 
restraining orders—when there’s a will, there’s a way. Once you’re reunited, immediately throw up so 
your love interest knows the extent of your passion. Proceed to bite, cry, scream, and amputate to 
exhibit the full range of your emotions. Your lover will be so overcome by your longing that they will 
give in to your will and voila! Suck their soul and move on to your next target.

Aries (March 21 to April 19): This 
Valentine’s Day you have found the 
ideal partner. You are committed and 
loving, but also respectful of each 
person’s need to feel free and inde-
pendent. So when you come home and 
find your partner in bed with someone 
else, make sure the next time you keep 
a good grip on him, nice and firm.

Taurus (April 20 to May 20): 
Because of your nature, you are likely 
in a longterm relationship this Val-
entine’s Day. Mars’s rapid circling of 
Saturn makes your El Gato horoscope 
90 percent certain that you will 100 
percent be engaged by the end of the 
day. Even though you are still in high 
school, do not fret. Promise rings are 
a great replacement until you are old 
enough to buy yourself a beer.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20): 
Venus is now in your ninth House 
of Expansion, whatever that means. 
Adventure will be a necessary com-
ponent of your Valentine’s Day, which 
means you need to do something 
ranging from a playing a board game 
you have not used in a while to a 
surprise private plane flight to Italy. 
I would suggest the latter, because 
it will be easier to find a date if you 
offer a them a vacation.

Cancer (June 21 to July 22): Your 
sign is the crab, which means you can 
either use your claws to pinch a man’s 
ear until he finally agrees to go out 
with you, or you can recede into your 

shell and guess how Hyuntae is cele-
brating his Valentine’s Day to distract 
yourself from your holiday.

Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22): Because 
the Moon is embracing the Sun and 
Venus, you need to be careful to stay 
safe and chaste this Valentine’s day. Be 
sure to keep your inner lion chained 
up and refrain from pouncing on the 
elligible “hotties” you may see to 
protect your innocence. 

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22): This 
year finds you more ready for an 
intense fling (think Jack and Rose 
without your boyfriend/girlfriend 
dying) instead of a committed rela-
tionship. Be open to new experiences, 
and stay away from any boats.

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22): Several 
planets are wandering through your 
Fifth House of True Love, so you can 
expect to find the ideal mate this 
Valentine’s Day, but only if you follow 
the tips at the bottom of this page.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21): 
Reserved Pluto is floating around you, 
so expect a quiet romance more along 
the lines of Downton Abbey, with the 
most action you get being a sexy stare. 
Sorry to disappoint.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21): 
This Valentine’s Day, you will be feel-
ing the need to be loved. As you have 
not waxed your eyebrows recently, do 
not count on this coming from anyone 
from the male species. Consider adopt-
ing a puppy.
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